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PLATOON ADVANTAGE:
LET’S BURN!
While not much is known of Ozz 117’s past, it is rumored that he 
was heavily involved with the actions of the OSS during the early 
days of the war. It was this training that taught Ozz 117 to specialize 
his weapon loadout for each mission. Following Ozz 117’s lead, 
the Heavy Rangers have begun to modify their weapons to be 
even deadlier. 

TheThe Heavy Ranger Tank-Hunter Squad’s Automatic Bazookas and 
Ozz 117’s Flamethrower both gain the Phosphorus skill.

If the Heavy Rangers are the steel 
punch that delivers the killing blow 
to an enemy, then Ozz 117 and his 
Tank Hunters are the flame that 
cleanses the battlefield. Specially 
selected by Ozz 117 for their grit, 
the hearts of these men turn cold 
eveven while their weapons burn hot.

Chosen for missions where scorched 
earth is not just a byproduct but 
an objective, Ozz 117 and his men 
strike fear in those that are 
unfortunate enough to be caught 
in the dance of their flames.

Ozz 117
Real Name Erased from File,

Heavy Ranger

Heavy Ranger Tank-Hunter
Squad

Any M3 Medium Walker

Due to their ability to litter the battlefield with fire, Ozz 117 and his Dry Heat Platoon 
are best supported by weapons platforms at range so as to not get in the way of the 
destruction. Additional Heavy Rangers are regularly called upon to finish off whatever 
is left of the enemy that Ozz 117 and his men have left to the flames while they seek 
out other targets.

Given their mobile nature, any of the M1 Light Walkers are a wise choice since they have 
the ability to keep pace with the fires Ozz 117 and his men often leave in their wake.
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